THE STOUR ACADEMY TRUST READING GUIDANCE

This guidance should be read in conjunction with the EYFS/KS1 phonics and reading guidance

Intent

We aim to foster children who are enthusiastic, fluent and responsive readers who can learn and gain pleasure from the written word. We aim
to provide pupils with opportunities to interrelate, consolidate and reinforce these skills within a broad and balanced curriculum. This policy
needs to be read in conjunction with the Marking, Assessment, Homework, Teaching and Learning policies, and English policies.
At the forefront of our reading curriculum is our ‘reading for pleasure’ agenda, where we strive to provide experiences that encourage children
to be intrinsically motivated to read, through ensuring they experience the rewards that reading practices bring. We commit to using research
to support our practice, ensuring our teaching of reading is up to date and our teachers are fully trained and part of the training process, taking
part in action research projects and being proactive in advancing their own practice.
Our broad and balanced curriculum ensures that teaching of reading is tailored to the children, with a clear understanding of the skills needed
to be a successful reader and how these develop during each term and year. Teachers are clear of the barriers to learning to read and are
forensic in identifying these in individual pupils and groups and they use a range of strategies to overcome these, including careful deployment
of skilled adults. They also recognise the importance of ‘reading miles’ and plenty of opportunity for children to read independently is
incorporated into the daily class timetable.
When teaching reading, teachers focus on the two dimensions: Word Reading and Comprehension (both listening and reading). As stated in
the 2014 National Curriculum, it is essential that teaching focuses on developing pupils’ competence in both dimensions; different kinds of
teaching are needed for each. Teachers recognise that skilled word reading involves both the speedy working out of the pronunciation of
unfamiliar printed words (decoding) and the speedy recognition of familiar printed words. Underpinning both is the understanding that the
letters on the page represent the sounds in spoken words. They also recognise that good comprehension draws from linguistic knowledge (in
particular of vocabulary and grammar) and on knowledge of the world. Comprehension skills develop through pupils’ experience of highquality discussion with the teacher, clear teacher modelling of effective comprehension strategies, as well as from reading and discussing a
range of stories, poems and non-fiction. All pupils must be encouraged to read widely across both fiction and non-fiction to develop their
knowledge of themselves and the world in which they live, to establish an appreciation and love of reading, and to gain knowledge across the
curriculum. Reading widely and often increases pupils’ vocabulary because they encounter words they would rarely hear or use in everyday
speech. Reading also feeds pupils’ imagination and opens up a treasure-house of wonder and joy for curious young minds (2014 National
Curriculum).
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Environments that encourage a reading for pleasure culture is promoted throughout our academies and prescribed reading spaces such as
libraries and book areas are well stocked and up to date with books that are class appropriate (in age, difficulty, interests or topics etc).
Children are given ample opportunity to spend time in these spaces, allowing them to choose and discuss the books that they are selecting and
reading.
Home reading
KS2
Children are given the opportunity to borrow books from the library:
• Children may choose up to three books from the school library/class book corner. Children may choose what they would like to read,
but teachers will support in selection of one to ensure it is a challenging read.
• Home Reading Diaries are given to each child to record what they have read each night and an adult/their own signature should be
recorded in the diary every time as evidence the child has read.
• All books are registered using ‘The Reading Cloud’ to record books borrowed by each child and as evidence of the books read.
We take responsibility as teachers for the teaching of reading and pledge to support parents in encouraging children to read at home without
judgment. We ensure that all children in the class have quality teaching time with the class teacher every week. We recognise the importance
of a reading culture for children and ensure those opportunities are provided in school.
Rewards for reading give children the sense of achievement and success. Children should be encouraged to read as much as possible, and
Reading Cloud software provides a means of monitoring this. Each night a child should read to an adult and it must be noted in the Home
Reading Diary (as evidence) for the child to receive home reading stickers appropriate to their reading stage.
To encourage reading mileage across the school, and particularly for free readers to continue to read more challenging texts as part of their
home reading practice, a system is used, where recommended books for year groups are encouraged to be read. When children have read a
book from the recommended reads list, they receive a reward as agreed in school. Children choose their own books from the lists and they
may still choose other books as fitting with our reading for pleasure ethos.
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We should ensure we pay close attention to the following additional aspects of reading:
•
•
•
•

Word recognition
Fluency
Using strategies when reading texts
Language, reading comprehension and enjoyment
Implementation

Reading for each year group and throughout the year will look different and respond to the needs of the children in the
class. Documents that are referenced are from Switch On (Target Literacy) and Improving Reading Comprehension and
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Enjoyment or IRCE (Leicester City Council) and folders can be found in each academy. From year 3, ‘shorty paper’ units
will be taught to prepare for test questions.
For EYFS/Year 1, please see phonics and early reading guidance.
Year 2
In year 2, the focus continues to be decoding but comprehension becomes a larger focus as the children become increasing apt at this. Children should
have secured phonics skills by this point, but further instruction in phonics and applying phonics to reading may be required for some children. Children will
continue to need reading mileage and skilled teaching of decoding and fluency strategies (see Appendix 1). As the year progresses, they will need to build
their stamina for reading longer texts. Year 2 teachers should continue to lay the foundations of key listening to texts skills and storytelling, model active
listening skills and teach children to be text tellers and storytellers. This enables them to 'talk like a book' and notice more about text. Active listeners are
likely to turn into active readers who build meaning. They will also need to develop their comprehension from text skills as the year progresses.
Planning
The Reading Focuses Document used to plan on the reading teaching format. This should include skill being taught and activity.
Assessment
60 word check (at least termly)
Phrasing/Fluency rubric (ongoing throughout the term)
Reading record using book band statements (ongoing throughout the term)
Reading journals
Target Tracker (Summative)
Teaching
•
•
•
•

Children that are not secure in their phonics knowledge and applying their phonic knowledge to decodable books should continue to have phonic
instruction and be taught reading using matched decodable texts as in year 1 using the Little Wandle Letters and Sounds Phonics programme.
Children should be taught reading daily, in small groups when reading their own books, including focuses on applying phonics knowledge to decode
(if needed), fluency and phrasing, and comprehension. These sessions should be 30 minutes, including shared reading and comprehension and
vocabulary focus at the start.
Banded books should be used once children have secured phonic knowledge and applying to decodable texts.
The same book is used throughout the week.
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•
•

Higher order comprehension skills should be taught through shared reading/reading aloud to develop listening comprehension and vocabulary at
the beginning of reading sessions and throughout the day.
The environment should promote reading for pleasure and provide plenty of opportunities for children embed reading skills.

Example timetables
The timetable allows for whole class sessions on high order comprehension skills and these will move gradually from listening focused to more reading
focused as the year progresses. Groups are flexible and class teachers need not listen to each child every week, but use their professional judgement to
decide which children they do e.g. there may be six groups rather than 4 so a six day cycle.

Monday
Whole Class
listening
comprehension with
mixed ability group
work.
High order
comprehension skills.
TA: 1:1 with target
children/HA group of
children

Tuesday
Group 1-Book introduction
CT
Group 2- Activity based on
book/RfP in the environment
etc
Group 3- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 4-Phrasing and
fluency TA

Wednesday
Thursday
Whole Class Input-strategies being used that week
Group 1-Phrasing and
fluency TA
Group 2-Book
introduction CT
Group 3- Activity based
on book/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 4- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc

Group 1- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 2-Phrasing and
fluency TA

Group 3-Book introduction
CT
Group 4- Activity based on
book/RfP in the environment
etc

Friday

Group 1- Activity based on
book/RfP in the environment
etc
Group 2- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 3-Phrasing and fluency
TA
Group 4-Book introduction CT

The timetable follows the same format as the one above; however, as children become secure in decoding, there may be groups that are organised in a
different way, focusing solely on comprehension. Groups are flexible and class teachers need not listen to each child every week, but use their professional
judgement to decide which children they do e.g. there may be six groups rather than 4 so a six day cycle.

Monday
Whole Class
listening and reading
comprehension with
mixed ability group
work. 'Read-aloud,

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
Friday
Whole Class Input-strategies being used that week

Group 1-Book introduction
CT

Group 1-Phrasing and fluency
TA

Group 2- Activity based on
book/RfP in the
environment etc

Group 2-Book introduction CT

Group 1- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 2-Phrasing and fluency
TA

Group 1- Activity based on book/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 2- Paired read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
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think-aloud'
High order
comprehension skills.
TA: 1:1 with target
children/HA group of
children

Group 3- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 4-Follow up
engaging in reading
activity/responding to
reading

Group 3- Activity based on
book/RfP in the environment
etc
Group 4-Pre-reading of
selected text/chapters

Group 3-Book introduction CT

Group 3-Phrasing and fluency TA

Group 4-Preparation for
reading with CT focus (reading
journals)

Group 4-Reading comprehension with CT

Year 3
Year three is a transition year where most children will be confident decoders; however, there may still be children that need to focus on decoding still.
Comprehension becomes the larger focus, and reading lessons will reflect this. Children will continue to need reading mileage and build stamina for
reading longer texts. From year 3, use 'read-aloud, think-aloud' to model strategies in shared reading during whole class and individual group work.
Initially, there are advantages in modelling all key strategies over a few weeks, building up strategies over time.
Planning
The Reading Focuses Document will be used to inform planning. The planning of reading will be incorporated into the literacy planning document for your
academy. It is imperative that before teaching, reading questions and tasks are planned for after reading the material and that adults are clear of their
roles and expectations.
Assessment
60 word check (at least termly)
Phrasing/Fluency rubric (ongoing throughout the term)
Reading record using book band statements (ongoing throughout the term)
Reading journals
Diagnostic conversations
Target Tracker (Summative)
Teaching
•
•

Children that are not secure in their phonics knowledge and applying their phonic knowledge to decodable books should continue to have phonic
instruction and be taught reading using matched decodable texts as in year 1 using the Little Wandle Letters and Sounds Phonics programme.
Children should be taught reading daily, in small groups when reading their own books, including focuses on applying phonics knowledge to decode
(if needed), fluency and phrasing, and comprehension. These sessions should be 30 minutes, including shared reading and comprehension and
vocabulary focus at the start.
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•
•
•
•
•

Banded books should be used once children have secured phonic knowledge and applying to decodable texts.
The same book is used throughout the week.
Higher order comprehension skills should be taught through shared reading/reading aloud to develop listening comprehension and vocabulary at
the beginning of reading sessions and throughout the day.
As the year progresses, reading instruction will move to comprehension focus.
The environment should promote reading for pleasure and provide plenty of opportunities for children embed reading skills.

Example timetables
As children become secure in decoding, there may be groups that are organised in a different way, focusing solely on comprehension. Groups are flexible
and class teachers need not listen to each child every week, but use their professional judgement to decide which children they do e.g. there may be six
groups rather than 4 so a six day cycle.
Monday
Whole Class
listening and reading
comprehension with
mixed ability group
work. 'Read-aloud,
think-aloud'
High order
comprehension skills.
TA: 1:1 with target
children/HA group of
children

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
Friday
Whole Class Input-strategies being used that week

Group 1-Book introduction
CT

Group 1-Phrasing and fluency
TA

Group 2- Activity based on
book/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 3- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 4-Follow up
engaging in reading
activity/responding to
reading

Group 2-Book introduction CT
Group 3- Activity based on
book/RfP in the environment
etc
Group 4-Pre-reading of
selected text/chapters

Group 1- Paired
read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc
Group 2-Phrasing and fluency
TA

Group 1- Activity based on book/RfP in the
environment etc

Group 3-Book introduction CT

Group 3-Phrasing and fluency TA

Group 4-Preparation for
reading with CT focus (reading
journals)

Group 4-Reading comprehension with CT

Group 2- Paired read/drama/RfP in the
environment etc

The timetable allows for a mixture of groups that need to focus on decoding still and groups that are comprehension focused. It also allows time for
modelling of strategies and reading mileage. As the time table and structure of lessons is driven by needs of the children, there is an example of a higher
ability comprehension group and how they may be planned for. Groups are flexible and sizes will vary. One week you may have the TA working with the HA,
another week you may have the CT; organisation should be based on the teacher’s professional judgement.

Monday
CT and

1 (decoding focus
group)
Reading mileage/
Mixed ability/

2 (decoding focus
group)

3

4

5

7

Wednes
day
Thursda
y
Friday
TA 1:1
or 1:2

'read-aloud, think-aloud'

Whole Class Input-strategies being used that
week/focus/listening comprehension'/read-aloud, think-aloud'

TA
working
1:1 or
1:2
Tuesday

Book introduction CT

Activity based on
book/reading
journal

Pre-reading of
selected
text/chapters

Follow up engaging in
reading
activity/responding to
reading

Phrasing and fluency
TA

Book introduction
CT

Pre-reading of selected
text/chapters

Paired read/drama etc

Phrasing and
fluency TA

Activity based on
book/reading journal

Paired
read/drama etc

Preparation for
reading with CT focus
(reading journals)
Reading
comprehension with
CT
Follow up engaging in
reading
activity/responding to
reading

Preparation for reading
with CT focus (reading
journals)
Reading comprehension
with CT

Discussion re reading
journals/reading responses.
Setting of reading
challenges.
TA
Pre-reading of selected
text/chapters
Preparation for
independent book group
Independent book
group/literature circle

This timetable is for when most children are decoding securely but there is still a need for a decoding focus for some children. This has now moved into a
whole class everyday model. Use 'read-aloud, think-aloud' to model strategies in shared reading. Initially, there are advantages in modelling all key
strategies over a few weeks, building up strategies over time.

Monday

Whole Class
During whole class lesson teacher is likely to do some focus teaching
Shared Reading – teacher modelling of reading strategy – pupils practice on same text
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Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Practice of strategies on
different text/ next
page/chapter of text
selected by teacher

Text focus work on same
text e.g. character
analysis, graphic
organiser, thematic
analysis, language work
around the text
Practice of strategies on
text of own choice
(independently chosen
book of appropriate level
)

Teacher works with group requiring focus on decoding & increasing reading mileage
Book introduction
Strategy check
Independent read (teacher listens to individuals while rest read at own pace and teaches decoding/problem
solving strategies)
Discussion/sharing/strategies/vocab etc
Another week the teacher might be hearing individuals read to set reading challenges/give feedback/check on
book level and reading mileage. All children should be regularly checked up on in this way once a term by the
class teacher – and more if the child is a cause for concern
Teacher works with another focus group – identified by need e.g. they need work on phrasing and
fluency/problem solving/vocabulary/ writer’s use of grammar & punctuation

Teacher works with group requiring focus on decoding & increasing reading mileage (might be same group as
Tuesday)
Book introduction
Strategy check
Independent read (teacher listens to individuals while rest read at own pace and teaches decoding/problem
solving strategies)
Discussion/sharing/strategies/vocab etc

Individual reading as appropriate
Whole class – reviewing strategies, reading logs, journals, reading portfolios, discussing best reads, reading challenges, performance etc

Year 4, 5, 6
It will be in these year groups that the focus for reading will move from decoding to solely comprehension. The strategies that will be used are below and
how and how often they will change throughout the year and throughout year groups (See IRCE 5ii for more detail). It is important to remember that any
books that are read independently must be accessible to the children to read and understand. This will potentially mean differentiating texts that are being
worked on.
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The information below is taken from Improving Reading Comprehension and Enjoyment or IRCE (Leicester City Council), and the resources in the folder
should be read for further information
1. Whole class teaching of comprehension strategies-Read Aloud, Think Aloud
(To demonstrate strategies).
2. Combined with interactive group opportunities-Guided/Group reading with some differences
(Embed strategies with targeted, levelled texts).
3. Independent book groups
(Opportunity for independence and to tune into each other’s strategies).
4. Boost reading miles and enjoyment
5. From KS1 teach active listening to text strategies and teach children to be story/text tellers-continue in KS2
6. Teaching vocabulary-best practice
7. Literature circles

Type of reading

Purpose

Whole class modelling/shared reading

Demonstrating reading strategies

Group reading

Embed strategies with targeted levelled texts

Independent book groups

Opportunity to develop independence and tune into other's
strategies

Partner reading of familiar books (peer or
older/younger)

Develop fluency and confidence on familiar texts

Independent/individual reading

Chance to apply flexible strategies in own reading and build
reading miles

1. Whole class teaching of comprehension strategies-Read Aloud, Think Aloud
(To demonstrate strategies).
Phase 1-Introduction and first attempt at one strategy at a time
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•
•
•

Choose an extract/part and focus on one strategy at a time using read aloud-think aloud
Children try that skill in 2s/3s/groups to share strategies and with several different texts (both in class and groups)
Then focus on a different strategy-children keep using the strategies already shown to them so that strategies build up
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Phase 2-Consolidation where strategies become familiar and multiple strategies are used
•
•
•

Model using multiple strategies interactively in class to ensure children integrate strategies effectively
Children have interactive opportunities in groups to practise using skills they are learning
Children show their thinking in journals so teachers can assess which ones are being used/ignored to inform teaching and support
discussion (see below)
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Phase 3-Strategies are automatic and pupils only need top up reminders and opportunities to explain strategies to each other (See below-this is
what we are aiming for)
•
•

Pupils can sometimes work in groups and share strategies used
Teachers can use think-alouds to judge what children think and as a teaching and learning strategy for challenging texts and end of KS2
assessments
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2. Interactive group opportunities-Guided/Group reading (Embed strategies with targeted, levelled texts).
• Take the same strategy focus modelled in the whole class lesson
• Choose a short text (at first just a few paragraphs) for each group which has rich conversation possibilities around the focus strategy/ies
• Give to children the day/days before with a get ready planner during independent reading time.
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•

Pupils read the text several times, use the planner and come prepared to have a conversation

3. Independent book groups (Opportunity for independence and to tune into each other’s strategies).
• Students read an extract before the book group in independent reading and prepare using post-its. The text could follow on from that used
in guided reading.
• Teacher provides a book group format to help children prepare
• Children work in 3s/4s without an adult, but follow a clear structure with clear aims
• Initially books groups will need teacher support, but…
• As teachers demonstrate more strategies in class, students will find working in book groups easier.
4. Boost reading miles and enjoyment
• Ensure home reading follows the guidance, with children able to choose books they are interested in
• Using reading passports to encourage reading a broad range of good quality literature
• Opportunities to read in comfortable environments that foster reading for pleasure practices at home independently and together
• Opportunities to recommend and discuss books with each other
• Using the Reading Cloud to support selection of books and recommendations to each other
• Use of technology such as iPads, kindles and BugClub to support reading and home
• Working with parents to encourage reading at home
• Teachers as readers-teachers discuss books they are reading and are a model of reading for pleasure with a good knowledge of children’s
literature so that meaningful recommendations can be made to children
6. Teaching vocabulary-best practice
• Provide opportunities for readers to identify confusions at a word/phrase, sentence or paragraph/text level-model and teach children
breakdown strategies
• Improved inference-this will enable children to infer meanings from context and expand vocabulary
• Establish key words before reading a text will support readers to build gist
• Use multiple context approaches to teach vocabulary
7. Literature circles
• Children select books they will be discussing-this may either be on an individual basis or as a group. The teacher may supply a range of
texts to choose from
• Grouping is by interest rather than ability
• Children prepare beforehand by agreeing what they will read-they may also agree certain focuses each person will take e.g. 4 key parts of
the text
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•

Children discuss the text together, building meaning of the text collaboratively and thinking deeply and critically to build understanding of
the text in new ways.

Planning
The Reading Focuses Document will be used to inform planning, and reading teaching should consist of a programme that incorporates all the
above mentioned strategies/ways of teaching as appropriate to your year group/children. The planning of reading will be incorporated into the
literacy planning document for your academy. It is imperative that before teaching, reading is thoroughly planned and understood (teachers must
be clear of the purpose and pedagogy behind what they are teaching).
Assessment
Diagnostic conversations
Reading journals
Distance marking
Target Tracker Formative
Target Tracker (Summative)

These timetable are examples for when most children are decoding securely but there may still a need for a decoding focus for some children. This has now
moved into a whole class everyday model. Use 'read-aloud, think-aloud' to model strategies in shared reading. Initially, there are advantages in modelling
all key strategies over a few weeks, building up strategies over time.

Monday

Whole Class
During whole class lesson teacher is likely to do some focus teaching
Shared Reading – teacher modelling of reading strategy – pupils practice on same text
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Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Practice of strategies on
different text/ next
page/chapter of text
selected by teacher

Text focus work on same
text e.g. character
analysis, graphic
organiser, thematic
analysis, language work
around the text
Practice of strategies on
text of own choice
(independently chosen
book of appropriate level
)

Teacher works with group requiring focus on decoding & increasing reading mileage
Book introduction
Strategy check
Independent read (teacher listens to individuals while rest read at own pace and teaches
decoding/problem solving strategies)
Discussion/sharing/strategies/vocab etc
Another week the teacher might be hearing individuals read to set reading challenges/give
feedback/check on book level and reading mileage. All children should be regularly checked up on in this
way once a term by the class teacher – and more if the child is a cause for concern
Teacher works with another focus group – identified by need e.g. they need work on phrasing and
fluency/problem solving/vocabulary/ writer’s use of grammar & punctuation

Teacher works with group requiring focus on decoding & increasing reading mileage (might be same
group as Tuesday)
Book introduction
Strategy check
Independent read (teacher listens to individuals while rest read at own pace and teaches
decoding/problem solving strategies)
Discussion/sharing/strategies/vocab etc

Individual reading as appropriate
Whole class – reviewing strategies, reading logs, journals, reading portfolios, discussing best reads, reading challenges, performance
etc

Whole Class

During whole class lesson teacher is likely to do some focus teaching
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Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Reading mileage/reading chapter of text being focused on.
CT/TA working 1:1, 1:2

CT modelling graphic
organiser of text with
specific focus.

Teacher and TA work with separate groups. Children may have pre-read the chapter to access. May be
differentiation in format/support given.

CT modelling preparing
for a conversation-may
focus on one area that
links to graphic organiser
e.g. gist
Key principles of a ‘good’
reading conversation
modelled.

Teacher supports group with preparation-may have particular focus on one area e.g. vocabulary.
TA may work with another group with a different focus/put together.

Modelling evaluating
conversations. Task
linking to strategy focus
for the week in reading
journals.

Teacher and TA work with group’s on evaluating conversation/round up of conversation. Support/extend
in strategy focused task.

Teacher and TA work with group’s conversation in group reading.
Could use question matrix sheet to support conversations and extend HA.
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